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ULU NI VANUA
Celebratory Reflections on Pacific Education Research
A 'young' researcher learns to make sense
Making Philosophical Sense of Indigenous Pacific Research by
Kabini
Sanga
(2004)
critiques
Pacific
research
that
understands itself by reference to other, Western theories. In
response, this short chapter clears philosophical space to
declare work within a Pacific paradigm as equal to that of any
other thought tradition. As a ‘young’ researcher, this provided a
way to steer through much Bronfenbrenner-dominated Pacific
research. It set me off in a quest to find something named from
the Pacific itself. This turned out to be vā as described by
‘Okustina Māhina in a companion chapter of 'Researching the
Pacific and Indigenous peoples: Issues and Perspectives'.
Without Kabini Sanga’s clarity in this reference, my approach to
Pacific education would not be what it has become. Such a
small chapter; such a great effect.

Dr Martyn Reynolds,
Pacific Research Fellow,
Victoria University of
Wellington

A fiery purpose, more than a philosphy
When “Tree of Opportunity” was released, I was a Tutor at the
Dept. of Education and Psychology working closely with
Professor Konai Thaman. The chapters bounced off the page,
resonating with my own ideas about contextualized
pedagogies and I was intrigued by the unapologetic phrasing
“for and by Pacific Peoples”. My initiation has roots in Konai’s
introduction to ideas around cultural agency in my Undergrad
and reinforced by Dr ‘Anamaui Taufe’ulungaki at Postgrad.
They sparked a fire that questioned my purpose. I went on to
study with Dr ‘Anamaui as my Master’s supervisor and Konai as
PhD supervisor! Then, my husband Lingikoni and I participated
in the 2008 RPEIPP Niu Tupu Workshop on Leadership and
Pacific Research facilitated by Associate Professor Kabini
Sanga, a turning point in our lives. Reflecting on the influence
of the movement, we co-authored “Vaka Pasifiki: More than a
Philosophy” for the 2011 RPEIPP Conference acknowledging the
rethinking worldview as a core part of who we are, how we see
the world, and our place in it. Working alongside incredible
thought leaders and supporting emerging Pacific leaders has
enriched our lives beyond measure. It has been a

Dr Frances K Vaka'uta,
Team Leader Culture for
Development, SPC
transformative experience giving clarity to our purpose as agents of change. In
rethinking my own spheres of influence as an agent of change, I have taken up the role
of Team leader Culture for Development at the Pacific Community (SPC). The work that
I am doing is informed by the rethinking worldview and a desire to influence a culturally
informed and grounded development thinking.
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Dr Jack Maebuta, Pro-Vice
Chancellor (Academic)/
Acting VC Solomon Islands
National University

Learning to publish
I studied for and obtained my Master’s and PhD degrees in the
time of the Re-thinking Pacific Education Initiative (RPEI)
though I have not often been directly connected to the RPEI
activities. While a young lecturer at USP, I interacted regularly
with some of the key RPEI leaders and benefitted much from
this privilege. While I was mindful of the imperative to publish, I
found the task and process of publishing, daunting. In 2006, I
had my first taste of being an author when my Master’s thesis
was published as a book by the USP Lautoka Campus where I
was lecturing at that time. The experience from the publishing
process and then seeing my name on a book, were intensely
rewarding. I immediately worked on book chapters; to be
closely followed by my first journal article in 2010. In subsequent
works, the experience was still trying. Particularly, I found
manuscript reviewers’ comments trying; sometimes taking me
more than six months to revise my papers. With persistence, I
learnt much from these experiences and I am now more
confident about publishing.

How did I get to this point of confidence? As a PhD student at the University of New England
in 2008-11, I regularly attended research seminars and learnt about publishing. I built a
mentee-mentor relationship with my supervisors; enabling me to learn important skills in
publishing. I learnt to write. I learnt to clarify my key message for each paper. I learnt to set
my paper so that the key message is introduced, examined, tested and summarized. My
hope now is that emerging researchers can also learn from my experiences.

Connections, connecting and reconnecting
As a Pacific Islander scholar and PhD candidate located in
Melbourne in 2015, I felt a deep urge to connect with my Pacific
Islands people and networks. I made references in my PhD thesis
to indigenous knowledge forms such as Talanoa (Vaioleti, 2006)
and the Fijian Vanua Research Framework (Nabobo-Baba, 2008)
methodologies to validate my findings. Post PhD, and while working
with the Leaders and Education Authorities Project (LEAP) in
Solomon Islands, I worked with other Solomon Islander colleagues
to use tok stori (Sanga & Reynolds, 2018) as both a methodology
and pedagogy in an international aid education project.
Reconnecting with old friends like Dr Kabini Sanga and Dr Julie
Dr
Irene
Paulsen,
McLaughlin helped refocus my energies and interests to the
Independent
mentor,
importance of rethinking education in Pacific contexts, using our
educator & reseacher
own histories and realities. I also made new contacts with other

academics such as Dr Eve Coxon, Dr Zane Ma Rhea, Dr Seu’ula Johansson-Fua, Dr Bob
Teasdale, Rebecca Spratt and many others whose works I had read but never met. All
these people have continued to play instrumental roles in helping grow my academic
profile and network. Under their selfless mentorship and ongoing guidance, I have
published papers individually as well as collaboratively alongside these associates and
continue to learn willingly from them. Through the ongoing influences of numerous
colleagues, I have been privileged to continue working and researching in Pacific
focussed areas and continue to drink from the overflowing cup of wisdom and knowledge
from these giants of leadership in education in the Pacific.
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A celebration of women leaders
Twenty years of the RPEIPP not only highlights a significant
event, but is a celebration of the women leaders who have
paved the way for others to journey and find their place of
connection. From the 1980s to now, Dr. Ána Maui
Taufe’úlungaki and Dr. Konai Helu Thaman have paved the
way for Tongan educators and researchers within Tonga.
We have benefited from Dr Ana’s strong and generous
leadership. As the Minister of Education in Tonga at the
time, her decision to support an MA cohort of 10
researchers, supported through funding from the NZ
Government, have helped me and other leaders complete
our master’s degree at USP. We have come to realize the
importance of doing research by Pacific people, for
'Amelia Tohu’ia Manuofetoa,
Pacific people, about our own Pacific countries.
Senior Policy Analyst, TNQAB

We were very fortunate to have RPEIPP leaders at USP, the likes of Dr Unaisi NaboboBaba, Dr Cresantia Koya-Vaka’uta, Dr Seu’ula Johansson-Fua, Dr Ruth Toumu’a, Dr Mo’ale
‘Otunuku and Dr David Faávae help us persevere in our arduous journey. We learnt about
Pacific research approaches including the use of indigenous knowledges through the
Talanoa method and the use of the Kakala Research Framework by Helu Thaman,
Taufe’ulungaki, Johansson-Fua, and Manu’atu and many more. I salute Drs ‘Ana and
Konai and the other RPEIPP founding leaders and members from our Pacific nations who
saw the need for research and willingly took up the leadership without hesitation. For
that, we are truly grateful! Ófa lahi atu.
Reflections of an outsider becoming an insider
Divinity, in my view, arranged my journey in 2014, so that I
came into the Pacific for my PhD studies instead of going
to Christchurch, New Zealand. I am grateful for being here.
My first contact, Dr Billy Fitoo, graciously gave me a space
in his then office, a much needed orientation and warm
welcome. I had the opportunity to also meet the iconic
Professor Konai Thaman and Associate Professor Cresantia
France Koya. Dr Billy introduced me to Professor Kabini and
many others. Early conversations over food and cups of
coffee at different fora calmed my settling soul in a new
environment far away from home. I was shocked at the
“silence” of students who chose to remain silent in class
Dr Victor Mafone Alasa,
rather than engage. It was a stark contrast to where I
Lecturer,
Fiji
National
came from. However, in Professor Unaisi Nabobo-Baba's
University
Taxonomy of Silence, I learnt of the eloquence in silence,

and finesse of observation in silence; the pedagogical dimension of silence of deep
engagement and silence as indication of nobility and an excellent upbringing. I was
finally able to discern between the reality of silence and its misunderstood essence in our
institutions. Today, as I continue to research and live in the Pacific, I appreciate the
humanity, communal nature, affinity, mentorship and leadership in the space provided for
emerging researchers to grow and also lead. We celebrate the uniqueness of uncommon
feats of individuals and collectives of persons who have paved the way and shone the
light on our pathway. May the next 20 years be much better!
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ABOUT THIS SERIES
20th Anniversary of the Rethinking Pacific Education Initiative
This newsletter celebrates the 20th Anniversary of the Rethinking Pacific Education
Initative, which started in 2001 with a group of Pacific educators reflecting on the
progress, development and way forward for education in the Pacific. This newsletter is a
one-off series, published and disseminated online every Wednesday in the month of
October 2021.
The title 'Ulu Ni Vanua' refers to a mountain, and metaphorically, to a younger person’s
formation, growth and maturation. Hence, a protégé ultimately develops into a ulu ni
vanua.
If you would like to contribute to the next weekly issue of this newsletter, please email the
editor with a 150 word reflection on how RPEIPP has been of value to you/your work over
the last two decades. Reference to existing RPEIPP writings and ideas is encouraged. We
welcome all contributions!
RPEIPP 20th Anniversary Events website: https://www.usp.ac.fj/institute-ofeducation/rpeipp-20th-anniversary/

RPEIPP
BOOKS
Some of the books produced
as part of RPEIPP over the past
two decades

2002

2005

2005

2004

2009

2005

2009

For information on procuring
these books, please contact
Pine at
pine.southon@vuw.ac.nz
2011

2012
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CONTACT

For questions, queries, or potential contributions please contact
Tepora Afamasaga Wright at pora.wright@gmail.com
Si Yu'os Ma'åse'
(Editor)

Tepora
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